


BOLD
A versatile charter yacht which boasts an
endless amount of toys.

One of the top charter boats currently on the water, Bold

offers guests unparalleled adventures with a seemingly

endless amount of toys. Her design is sleek and quick great

for getting you from bay to bay in no time at all. The interior

feels large with the main saloon having a great seating

arrangement and thanks to the distinct window design not

only is the interior space enlarged but great views of the

exterior are available from anywhere in the saloon. Aft of the

main salon a winter garden can be found which has

additional seating and a large dining table which can also

serve as an al-fresco dining table. This area features a

unique design with sliding glass windows opening up the

area to fresh air allowing you to be one with the outside.The

large aft deck that Bold boasts makes her one of the most

versatile charter yachts with a near endless amount of

possibilities being a place where guests can enjoy playing

basketball or simply relaxing in the sun. A veritable toybox

Bold has plenty of amenities for gests to use whether it be

taking a tender for a cruise, racing on the laser sailing boats

or blasting around islands on the jet skis, you will never run

out of activities to do whilst chartering Bold. With a

helicopter onboard Bold also offers guests the ability to

easily take to the skies whether it be sightseeing or getting

to a location quickly the ability to store a helicopter allows

Bold to be adaptable to any client requests.A veritable

toybox Bold has plenty of amenities for gests to use whether

it be taking a tender for a cruise, racing on the laser sailing

boats or blasting around islands on the jet skis, you will

never run out of activities to do whilst chartering Bold. With a

helicopter onboard Bold also offers guests the ability to

easily take to the skies whether it be sightseeing or getting

to a location quickly the ability to store a helicopter allows

Bold to be adaptable to any client requests. A veritable

toybox Bold has plenty of amenities for gests to use whether

it be taking a tender for a cruise, racing on the laser sailing

boats or blasting around islands on the jet skis, you will

never run out of activities to do whilst chartering Bold.With a

helicopter onboard Bold also offers guests the ability to

easily take to the skies whether it be sightseeing or getting

to a location quickly the ability to store a helicopter allows

Bold to be adaptable to any client requests.



LENGTH

85.3m

 

BEAM

11m

 

DRAFT

2.7m

 

MAX SPEED

23kn

GUESTS/CABINS

16/8

 

NUMBER OF CREW

20

 

SHIPYARD

 

YEAR BUILT

2019

WEEKLY CHARTER RATE

From 985,000€























FIND US

45 rue Grimaldi 

98000 Monaco

Info@dynamiqbrokerage.com
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